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Phase-locking regimes of photonic crystal nanocavity laser arrays
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We model and analyze the dynamical properties of coupled photonic crystal nanocavity lasers. The model includes Purcell enhancement of the spontaneous emission and intercavity coupling. The coupling strength between neighboring cavities is an essential parameter, and by performing finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations and by investigating the coupling strength of PhC cavities through finite-difference time-domain calculations, the typical coupling strength is extracted for realistic structures. Phase-locking regimes are identified, and their stability with respect to parameter variation is investigated. The results suggest that quantum well devices are not well suited for phase-locked nanocavity laser array devices. © 2011 American Institute of Physics.

[doi:10.1063/1.3671151]

Photonic crystal (PhC) lasers promise high efficiency and ultra-fast modulation speeds due to high Purcell and spontaneous emission factors ($\beta$) but have so far been limited by their low output power.1–4 Photonic crystal laser arrays have been suggested as a way to reach the required output levels, although the feasibility of these devices is still being debated. Altug et al.1 have experimentally investigated coupled PhC cavities and found indications of lasing with modulation speeds exceeding 100 GHz, but their results have later been questioned.5 In this paper, we extend the tight-binding laser rate equation model6 to the nanocavity regime by including Purcell enhancement of the spontaneous emission and by investigating the coupling strength of PhC cavities through finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations. We present simulations of two coupled PhC lasers and show that regimes where the lasers phase-lock exist, but that they are sensitive to detuning effects such as those arising from fabrication imperfections in the PhC.

The dynamics of conventional quantum well diode lasers is well described by the laser rate equations (LREs)7

$$\dot{N} = J - R_{nr} - R_{sp} - GS,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$\dot{S} = GS + \beta R_{sp} - \frac{S}{\tau_p},$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$\dot{\varphi} = \frac{1}{2} \Gamma (G - G_{th}),$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $N$ and $S$ are carrier and photon densities, $J$ is the injection current density, $R_{nr} = AN + CN^2$ is the non-radiative rate (surface and Auger recombination, respectively), $R_{sp} = BN^2$ is the spontaneous emission process, $G$ is the gain rate, $G_{th}$ is the threshold gain, $\Gamma = V/V_{th}$ is the confinement factor given as the ratio of the active volume to the mode volume, $\tau_p$ is the photon life-time, $\Gamma$ is the linewidth enhancement factor, and $\beta$ is the fraction of spontaneous emission emitted into the relevant laser mode. We approximate the gain by $G = G_0 \ln((N + N_0)/(N_{ir} - N_0))$ which is appropriate for quantum well devices, where $G_0$ is the group velocity, $G_{th}$ is the material gain, $N_0$ is the transparency density, and $N_0$ is a small parameter that keeps the gain finite at low carrier densities.2 In micro-cavities, the spontaneous emission into the cavity mode is enhanced by the Purcell factor $F = 6Q/(\pi^2 V_m)$, where $Q = \omega_0 \tau_p$ is the quality factor of the cavity, $V_m = V_m/(\lambda_c/ (2n_c))^3$ is the normalized mode volume, and $\omega_0$ and $\lambda_c$ are, respectively, the resonance (angular) frequency and wavelength of the cavity.8 In this case, the total spontaneous emission term in Eq. (1) is replaced by $R_{sp} = FN^2(1 + \beta(F - 1))$, and the spontaneous emission going into the cavity $\beta N^2$ is replaced by $\beta FN^2$.3 We notice that the actual Purcell enhancement of the emission depends not only on the cavity but also on the emitter linewidth, see Refs. 9 and 10. For a weakly coupled two-cavity system (A and B), the coupling can be described by

$$\dot{E}_n = i\omega_n E_n + \frac{1}{2} \kappa \omega_n E_m, \hspace{1cm} n \neq m \in \{A, B\},$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $E_n$ is the complex electric field in cavity $n$ with resonance frequency $\omega_n$, $\kappa$ is the coupling constant, and $\omega = (\omega_n + \omega_m)/2$. We now split Eq. (4) into equations for the photon density, $S_m$, and phase, $\varphi_m$, using $E_n = \sqrt{S_m} \exp (i\omega_m t + i\varphi_m)$, so that

$$S_n = |E_n|^2$$ \hspace{1cm} and \hspace{1cm} $\varphi_n = -\omega_n t - \text{Im}(E_n/E_m^*)/2$. Inserting Eq. (4) in $S_n$ and $\varphi_n$, we arrive at

$$\dot{S}_n = \kappa \omega \sqrt{S_n S_m} \sin(\delta n t + \delta \varphi),$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$\dot{\varphi}_n = \frac{1}{2} \kappa \omega \sqrt{S_m/S_n} \cos(\delta n t + \delta \varphi),$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $\delta n = n - m$ and $\delta \varphi = \varphi_n - \varphi_m$. The modified laser rate equations for each of the two coupled cavities are then given by Eqs. (1)–(3) with the coupling terms in Eqs. (5) and (6). For coupled waveguides, the coupling strength $\kappa$ is usually defined from an overlap integral between neighboring modes.7,11 The dissipative nature of cavity modes, however, renders this approach highly ambiguous since the modes necessarily diverge exponentially at long distances,12 calling for a non-Hermitian reformulation of the coupling equations. This is beyond the scope of the present work, so, we take a more direct approach based on time-domain calculations. In a system of two resonant and passive cavities
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Figure 1(a) displays example calculations of the coupling strengths for varied intercavity spacing in both the $\Gamma$-X and $\Gamma$-M direction for a quadrupole mode (see Figures 1(b) and 1(c)). We note an exponential decrease in the coupling strength for both directions, but the decrease is faster for the $\Gamma$-M direction corresponding to the cavities being $\sqrt{2}$ further apart. The data in Figure 1(a) indicate a maximum coupling strength of approximately $10^{-2}$ for photonic crystals, and while there is, in principle, no lower limit for the coupling strengths for varied intercavity spacing in both the $\Gamma$-X and $\Gamma$-M direction, and while there is, in principle, no lower limit for the coupling strengths for varied intercavity spacing in both the $\Gamma$-X and $\Gamma$-M direction, there is a maximum limit for the coupling strengths for varied intercavity spacing in both the $\Gamma$-X and $\Gamma$-M direction.

The differential equations were solved numerically with the initial conditions set to $N_A = N_B = N_a$, and $S_A = S_B = 0.1 N_a$. It is clear from Eqs. (5) and (6) that a phase difference of any integer multiple of $\pi$ will lead to in- and out-of-phase solutions that evolve independently of each other. In practice, random noise will perturb these solutions and introduce a coupling, and we, therefore, choose an initial phase difference $\delta \phi = \pi/2$. In all the simulations, the parameters given in the caption to Figure 3 were used unless otherwise specified. Notice that we here consider a class B laser which, with the given parameters, have a carrier lifetime at transparency of $0.5 \text{ ns}$. Solving the modified equations leads to either constant and phase-locked solutions or oscillating solutions depending on the input parameters and the coupling constant. Fig. 2 shows Poincaré maps of the solutions for two coupled cavities as function of $\kappa$. Looking first at a zero detuning case (Fig. 2, top), we see that for negligible coupling ($\kappa < 4 \times 10^{-6}$), the cavities reach constant steady-state solutions and are phase-locked with a constant phase difference (phase-locking regime I). For $\kappa \approx 4 \times 10^{-6}$, the steady-state solutions begin to oscillate harmonically, which is seen as a bifurcation in the Poincaré map. Further increasing the coupling strength leads to more and more bifurcations giving very complicated oscillatory behavior (see insets in Fig. 2). At large coupling strengths ($\kappa > 2 \times 10^{-4}$), the complicated oscillations suddenly collapse, and a new phase-locking regime appears (phase-locking regime II). Due to imperfections in the fabrication processes, the laser cavities will in general differ from each other with variations in the characteristic parameters, including Q-factor, mode volume, and resonance frequency. In the bottom part of Fig. 2, we show the Poincaré map for a detuning of $50 \text{ pm}$. In general, the Poincaré map is relatively unchanged except that phase-locking regime I becomes limited from below, where the coupling is dominated by detuning effects. The introduction of detuning is seen to reduce the extent of both phase locking regimes, with regime I being affected at even minute values of the detuning. In both regimes I and II, the steady-state photon densities split due to the coupling.

Figure 3(a) shows the dependence of the phase-locking regimes on the coupling strength and detuning (relative to the cavity linewidth), showing that the extent of regimes I and II is strongly affected by detuning, with regime I disappearing for detuning values larger than a critical value that increases with coupling strength. For realistic detunings imposed by fabrication disorder (a few nanometers), the lower phase-locking bound is already above $10^{-3}$ and is therefore an important factor to take into account.

Figures 3(b)–3(d) show the extent of the phase-locking regimes as the $\kappa$, $\beta$, and Purcell factors are varied, with solid (dashed) lines corresponding to $\delta \theta = 50 \text{ pm}$ ($\delta \theta = 0$). Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show that surprisingly high values of $\beta$ and $F$ are needed to achieve phase-locking, and that even for zero detuning phase-locking, regime II only opens at quite high values of $\beta$ and $F$. On the other hand, Figure 3(d) shows that phase-locking is possible in a much broader range for lower values of the linewidth enhancement factor in agreement with
Quantum dot devices may be advantageous in this respect since they feature smaller values of $\alpha$, but the dynamics also differs and additional investigations are required.

In conclusion, we have theoretically analyzed coupled nanocavity lasers and identified phase-locking regimes for two coupled cavities as well as their dependence on various design and material parameters. Based on finite difference time domain calculations of two cavities in a rectangular photonic crystal, we extracted the coupling constant and found it to be less than $10^{-10}/C_2$. Together with the parameter analysis, this suggests that phase-locked operation of arrayed nanocavities is difficult to achieve in quantum well systems due to the relatively large linewidth enhancement factors and low Purcell factors for these structures. It is possible that quantum dot systems are more suitable than quantum wells due to their low linewidth enhancement factor and the possibility of realizing high Purcell enhancement.
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